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PETITION FOR INSIGNIFICANT PROJECT CHANGE 
AT 

GATEWAY GENERATING STATION (GGS) 
 

1. Adding One (1) Nominal 40,000 Gallons Storage Tank at the GGS Site – The 
current GGS facility configuration includes a nominal 100,000 gallons reclaimed 
water storage tank. This tank is used to contain reclaimed water generated from 
different sources in the plant, which includes the Heat Recovery Steam Generator 
(HRSG) blow-down water, and steam condensate. The reclaimed water is re-used 
in the Wet Surface Air Cooler (WSAC) system and HRSG.  In the 2010 operation 
of the plant, it was found that additional storage capacity is needed to contain the 
additional volume of reclaimed water resulting from more frequent start-up/shut 
down activities. As a temporary measure, a 22,000-gallon portable (FRAC) tank 
is being used to contain the additional volume of reclaimed water. 

 
a. Description of Modification:  This modification proposes to install a new 

nominal 40,000 gallons bolted carbon steel storage tank, which is the same 
specification for the existing waste water storage tank at the facility. The 
proposed tank will be used to contain the additional volume of reclaimed 
water produced during the increased frequency of start-up/shut down 
activities. This modification also includes the installation of additional 
forwarding pump, valves, and interconnecting pipes. The new tank will be 
located near the existing 100,000 gallon reclaimed water tank (See attached 
Facility Layout.). Also attached is the Design Drawing for details on 
equipment specification. 

 
The new tank will provide extended retention time for the reclaimed water, 
originally at approximately 140 oF, to cool down below 100 oF for re-use in 
the system without the need to add significant volume of quenching water. By 
reducing the use of quenching water, the reclaimed water re-use rate is 
increased and the waste water discharge rate is decreased. 

 
b. Necessity for the Modification:  Due to an increase in the frequency of start-

up/shut down (cycling) activities, there is a need to contain the resulting 
additional volume of reclaimed water in a more efficient and safe manner.  

 
c. Modification was not known at the time of Certification:  The need for this 

modification became apparent only after the unit began cycling more 
frequently. 

 
d. If the modification is based on new information that changes or 

undermines the assumptions, rational, findings, or other bases of the final 
decision, an explanation of why the change should be permitted: The 
modification does not change or undermine in any way the assumptions, 
rationale, findings, or other basis of the CEC Final Decision (00-AFC-1). 

 



e. Analysis of the impacts the modification may have on the environment: 
The additional tank will be installed next to the existing tanks in the facility, 
and will have no significant adverse impacts on the environment. This tank is 
equal in specification to the smallest tank in the tank farm area.  The storage 
tank is above ground, and normally will have no leakage. As a result of the 
increased retention capacity, the facility will further reduce the overall amount 
of water usage and discharge, reducing our environmental impact. 

 
f. Analysis of the impact of the modification on the facility’s ability to 

comply with applicable laws, ordinances, regulations, and standards: The 
proposed modification does not impact the facility’s ability to comply with 
applicable laws, ordinances, regulations and standards. 

 
g. A discussion of how the proposed modification affects the public: This 

modification will have no adverse effect on the public.  The change will not 
likely be noticeable to the public as it has a low profile configuration, located 
within the tank farm area and blends with other tanks from the outside view of 
the plant. 

 
h. Property owners potentially affected by the modification: It is anticipated 

that no property owners will be affected by this proposed modification. 
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